
LOOKING TO SUNDAY® 
 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 
This email, entitled Looking to Sunday®, focuses on the Gospel Reading for the coming Sunday. 
It prepares readers to hear God’s Word at Mass and it offers a point of reflection to consider in 

the days leading to Sunday. Looking to Sunday is written by Father Tom Iwanowski. 
 

RELATIONAL WORDS 
 

Here are two sets of words that describe people. 
 

1. Carpenter, Teacher, Scientist, Auto Mechanic, Administrative Assistant 
 

2. Mom, Dad, Son, Daughter, Best Friend. 
 

Even though both sets of words describe people, they are not the same.  The first set tells us 
what a certain person does. A person who is a teacher instructs students. A person who is an 
auto mechanic repairs cars.  
 

The second set tells us how a particular person is related to us or to another person. Mom is 
the person who gave us birth and, along with Dad, cared for us, provided for our needs, and 
raised us. A best friend is a person with whom we have decided to share the joys and the 
sorrows of life. 
 

The first set of words touches the mind. They are factual words. The second set of words 
touches the heart. They are relational words. 
 

In this Sunday’s Gospel (Luke 9:18-24), Jesus asks his disciples, “Who do the crowds say that I 
am?” The disciples respond with various answers. Then Jesus asks them, “But who do you say 
that I am?” Peter responds, “The Christ of God.” 
 

Peter gives an answer that we could also give. We too believe Jesus is the Christ of God. Jesus is 
the Messiah, the Savior, and the Lord. That answer can be simply factual, like saying a person is 
a teacher or an administrative assistant or it can convey something far deeper. It depends upon 
whether or not we have a personal relationship with Jesus Christ.  
 

Our answer also determines how we respond to the challenge contained in that Gospel. After 
Peter says Jesus is the Christ, Jesus says, “If anyone wishes to come after me, he must deny 
himself, and take up his cross daily and follow me.” We will only respond to that invitation if we 
have a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. We sacrifice for those with whom we feel a 
connection. We do far more for the person whom we describe as our best friend than for the 
one we call our auto mechanic. 
 

Sunday’s Gospel challenges us to consider if the words we use for Jesus touch our heart. For 
only the heart, only a personal relationship with Jesus, can inspire us to take up our cross daily 
and follow the Christ of God! 
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